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Home Alone 2: Christmas
in New York Private Tour
Duration: 6-Hours
Start Time: Flexible
Meeting Location: Flexible
Activity Level: Easy

Ready, set, action! Holiday movie fans – it’s time to channel your inner Kevin McAllister in New
York City! While it’s true that NYC has the distinction of being the backdrop for numerous movies,
when it comes to holiday movies, perhaps the one that showcases the city's most iconic sites is
1992’S Home Alone 2: Lost in New York. Think about it - The Plaza Hotel, FAO Schwarz (AKA
Duncan’s Toy Chest), Rockefeller Center, Radio City Music Hall, Central Park, Times Square –
they all conjure up images of the Big Apple because they are some of the city’s most wellknown landmarks and must-sees for visitors. This festive tour will take you to all of them – and
more! – during your six hours with your private driver and tour guide – but minus the two
bumbling burglars that Kevin had to deal with! Plus, it comes with an extra “scene” – a visit to
One World Observatory where you can take in the city – all decked out in its holiday best - from
over 100 stories above! Now that’s a wrap!
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Home Alone 2: Christmas
in New York Private Tour
Tour Itinerary and Highlights

•

Your six-hour holiday tour begins when you are picked up in your private luxury
vehicle by a professional driver, along with an expert, experienced tour guide at a
designated location in Manhattan of your choice.

•

From there you’ll head to Kevin’s first stop on his NY adventure – the world-renowned
Plaza Hotel, FAO Schwarz – which was the fictional Duncan’s Toy Chest in the movie
– a target for the “Wet Bandits,” Central Park – where Kevin met the “Pigeon Lady,”
the Empire Diner – where he encountered a Santa on stilts, Battery Park – where you
can get a glimpse of Lady Liberty just like Kevin did, the Rockefeller Center Christmas
Tree
– where Kevin’s mom ultimately found him at the end of the movie and much, much
more!

•

After you’ve “scene” all of these iconic – and sentimental – filming spots, you’ll then
be treated to a view of New York City’s skyline from over one hundred stories above
at the One World Observatory, atop One World Trade Center. Here – thanks to your
all-inclusive ticket you’ll get to take advantage of the priority lane for both security
and for the SkyPod elevators – getting you to the stunning views quickly. You’ll also
get $15.00 per person to use on food and beverages while you’re there.

•

All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on weather and walking
conditions and museum hours or special events.

Program Rates

Vehicle Size
Sedan Car (1 to 2 guests)
SUV (3 to 5 guests)
Sprinter (6 to 8 guests)
Sprinter (9 to 11 guests)
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Six Hours including All-Inclusive
Admission to One World Observatory
$2,420.00
$2,998.00
$3,705.00
$4,109.00
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Home Alone 2: Christmas
in New York Private Tour
More Information

When and Where:
•

The starting time and date of the tour are customizable to fit your schedule.
o We recommend an early start time to beat the traffic.
o This tour is offered 7 days a week from mid-November thru December.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour.

•

The starting location of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule. The tour can
start at your hotel doorstep, at a restaurant where you just finished breakfast, or
custom location of your liking. Pick-up or drop-off outside of Manhattan may incur
additional costs.

Other Inclusions:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ride in comfort in our luxury vehicles with professional drivers and bottled water.
Experience the city and receive local tips from your savvy local guide.
Door to door service and flexible timing (additional charge for outside of
Manhattan).
Driver gratuity included.
Tour can be customized based on your interests.
24-hour support phone number.

Exclusions:

•
•
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Tour guide gratuity not included.
Indoor admissions (with the exception of One World Observatory) not included.
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Home Alone 2: Christmas
in New York Private Tour
Upgrade Options

May We Suggest….
•

Add any or all of the below activities to your Home Alone 2 Tour. Speak with your
BTSQ Sales Representative for current rates:
o
o
o
o
o

•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
o
o
o
o

•

Manhattan Holiday Lights
Crazy Christmas Lights of Brooklyn
Thanksgiving Balloon Inflation Tour
VIP New Year’s Eve Gala in Times Square

Looking for a full-day or multi-day experience?
o
o

•

Horse and Carriage Ride in Central Park
Christmas Spectacular featuring the Rockettes
Ice Skating at Rockefeller Center
Holiday Tea at the Plaza’s Palm Court
VIP Experience at FAO Schwarz

Full-Day Private Manhattan Tour
2 or 3-Day NYC First Timers Package

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this Experience and pair you with a
specialized tour guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art,
culinary, pop culture, architecture, history, or something we have never heard of!
An additional research fee and specialized guide fee may apply.
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Manhattan Holiday
Lights Private Tour
Duration: 4 Hours
Start Time: Between 4:00pm and 8:00pm
Start Location: Flexible
Activity Level: Easy

During the holidays in New York City there is something special in the air. It is not easy to describe,
but it is something you sense when you see the lights, the people, and the hustle and bustle of
holiday preparation. All New Yorkers have their favorite spot to “sense” the holidays. The Christmas
Markets in Grand Central Station is one and the Plaza at Lincoln Center is another. Many like to
gaze at the stupendous windows of Macy's and Sak's, while the traditionalist will marvel at the
wonder of 30,000 lights on the tree at Rockefeller Center. Come along with one of our New York
guides and experience the holidays in New York- which is like no other place for the holidays. Your
guide will take you to spots you have only seen in the movies and also their favorite spots, and if
you have been nice and not naughty, maybe even reveal a secret or two about the holidays in
New York. So, grab your Santa cap and come along for a ride of lights and smiling faces.
Program Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Ride in comfort in our luxury vehicles with professional drivers and bottled water.
Experience the city and receive local tips from your savvy local guide.
Door to door service and flexible timing (additional charge for outside of Manhattan).
Driver gratuity included (guide gratuity is not included).
24-hour support phone number.

Program Rates:
Vehicle Size
Sedan Car (1 to 2 guests)
SUV (3 to 5 guests)
Sprinter (6 to 11 guests)
Executive 24-Passenger (12-23 guests)
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Four Hours
$1,299.00
$1,399.00
$1,599.00
$1,716.00
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Manhattan Holiday
Lights
Read more…
•

The starting time and date of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule.
o We recommend a start time between 4pm and 8pm to see the lights in the dark.
o This tour is offered seasonally from after Thanksgiving through New Year’s Eve, 7days a week.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour.

•

The starting location of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule. The tour can start at
your hotel door step, at a restaurant you just finished dinner, or custom location of your
liking.
o Pick up or drop off locations outside of Manhattan may accrue additional time &
cost.

•

Tour Itinerary:
▪ 4-hours with a private vehicle and tour guide starting in Manhattan at a location
of your choice.
▪ Drive around Manhattan with your local expert guide to experience the magic of
the holiday season in NYC. You’ll explore holiday markets, holiday store window
displays and the tree at Rockefeller Center.
▪ All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on traffic and weather
conditions.
▪ See upgrade options below to add time or attraction entrances to your
experience.

•
•

Gratuity for the tour guide is not included.
We can customize the tour and stops to fit your needs upon request.
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Manhattan Holiday
Lights
Upgrade Options:
•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
Crazy Christmas Lights of Brooklyn
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island Sightseeing Program
Brooklyn Sightseeing Program
Broadway Show Private Backstage Experience

•

Looking for a Full-Day or Multi-Day Experience?
Ask about our full-day (8-hours) Discover Manhattan Tour
Ask about our 2 or 3-day NYC First-Timers Packages

•

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this tour and pair you with a specialized tour
guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art, culinary, pop culture,
architecture, history or something we’ve never heard of! An additional research fee and
specialized guide fee may apply.
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Private NYC Christmas
Holiday Lights Horse and Carriage Ride
in Central Park and Fifth Avenue
Duration: 50 Minutes
Start Time: Choice of 8:45pm, 9:40pm, 10:35pm or
11:30pm
Meeting Location: 59th Street and 7th Avenue
(Across from JW Marriott)
Activity Level: Easy

Experience a magical wonderland with millions of holiday lights, without the crowds, up close and in the
privacy of your own horse-drawn carriage! Starting in Central Park and continuing towards worldfamous Fifth Avenue, you’ll be dazzled with the light shows and displays at Saks Fifth Avenue, Henri
Bendel, Bergdorf Goodman, Tiffany’s, The Plaza and the Peninsula Hotels, and of course, Rockefeller
Center - where you’ll see the famous Rockefeller Christmas Tree. This VIP carriage ride will certainly be
the highlight of your New York City visit as you view the best holiday light displays in the Big Apple,
during the most festive time of the year!
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Private NYC Christmas
Holiday Lights Horse and Carriage Ride
in Central Park and Fifth Avenue
Tour Itinerary and Highlights

•

Enjoy a 50-minute ride via a private horse and carriage with coachman.

•

Your festive holiday tour begins with a horse-drawn carriage ride through Central Park to see
the ice-skating rink, carousel, Chess & Checkers House, the dairy, the mall and the zoo.

•

Afterwards, the excitement continues to Fifth Avenue where you’ll be treated to close up
views of the magical holiday light displays of Saks Fifth Avenue, Henri Bendel, Tiffany’s and
Bergdorf Goodman.

•

You’ll also visit the Plaza Hotel and Peninsula Hotel to take in their breathtaking decorations
before stopping at the world-famous brilliantly illuminated Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree.
(Tree visits begin 12/1/22).

•

All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on traffic and weather conditions.

Program Rates

50-minute Private Horse & Carriage Ride

$ 595.00

4 adults per carriage or 3 adults & 2 kids under the age of 12 years old.
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Private NYC Christmas
Holiday Lights Horse and Carriage Ride
in Central Park and Fifth Avenue
More Information

When and Where
•

The starting time and date: The tour begins November 25th and ends December 31, 2022.
(Stops to see the Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree begin on December 1st.)
o This tour is offered at 8:45pm, 9:40pm, 10:35pm, or 11:30pm (Sunday times may
vary).
o Restrictions: Carriages cannot operate below 19 degrees Fahrenheit or during
Blizzards.
o Some carriages may provide blankets but please dress appropriately.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour.

•

The starting location of the tour will be at 59th Street and 7th Avenue (Across from JW
Marriott) or at the Plaza Hotel.

Other Inclusions:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Experience the city and receive local tips from your savvy local guide.
Time for photo ops will be given.
Tour can be customized based on your interests.
See upgrade options below to enhance your experience.
24-hour support phone number.
Gratuity for the coachman is included.

Upgrade Options

May We Suggest….
•
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Transportation from a NYC hotel not included but can be added with your BTSQ
representative. Rates will vary based on vehicle size and time.
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Private NYC Christmas
Holiday Lights Horse and Carriage Ride
in Central Park and Fifth Avenue
•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
Crazy Christmas Lights of Brooklyn Private Tour
VIP Radio City Roxy Suite Reception & The Rockettes Show with Premium Seating
Home Alone 2 – Christmas in New York Private Tour
VIP New Year’s Gala in Times Square at R Lounge

•

Looking for a full-day or multi-day experience?
Ask about our Full Day Private Manhattan Sightseeing Tour
Ask about our Best of NYC Private 2-Day or 3-Day Experiences

•

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this Experience and pair you with a
specialized tour guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art, culinary, pop
culture, architecture, history, or something we have never heard of! An additional
research fee and specialized guide fee may apply.
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Horse & Carriage Ride in
Central Park
Duration: 45 minutes
Start Time: Flexible
Meeting Location: Corner of 60th street just off 5th
Avenue
Activity Level: Easy

Meet your horse and carriage at the corner of 60th Street, just off of 5th Ave opposite the Pierre Hotel.
Take a leisurely ride through Central Park, seeing the South End Quadrant (Central Park South to the
Lake, just north of Terrace Drive), which includes the views from the small loop plus Balto’s Statue,
Summer Stage, Conservatory Water, Bethesda Terrace and Fountain, Cherry Hill, the Lake, Strawberry
Fields, the Dakota building where John Lennon lived, Tavern on the Green, Sheep Meadow, Columbus
Circle and more!
Program Includes:
•
•
•
•
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Private horse and carriage with coachman
45- minute tour of Central Park
Coachman’s gratuity included
24-hour support phone number.
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Horse & Carriage Ride in
Central Park
Program Rates:
45-minute Private Horse & Carriage ride
Holiday season 11/24 thru 1/2

$319.00*
$399.00*

*4 adults per carriage, or 3 adults & 2 children under the age of 12, or 1 adult & 4 children
under the age of 12

Read more…
•

The starting time and date of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule.
o This tour is offered all year round, 7-days a week.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour. Please note that
carriages are not allowed inside Central Park before 10am Friday thru Sunday.
o Summer restrictions: no carriage may operate above 89 degrees Fahrenheit.
o Winter restrictions: no carriage may operate below 19 degrees Fahrenheit or during
Blizzards.

•

The starting location of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule. The tour can start at your
hotel doorstep, at a restaurant where you just finished breakfast or lunch, or custom location of
your liking.
o Pick up or drop off locations outside of Manhattan may accrue additional time & cost.
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•

Tour Itinerary:
 45-minute Central Park Tour with private horse carriage and coachman.
 Tour will depart from 60th and Fifth Avenue just opposite the Pierre Hotel. Tour will
take guests past the South End Quadrant where guests may see Balto’s Statue,
Summer Stage, Conservatory Water, Bethesda Terrace and Fountain, Cherry Hill,
the Lake, Strawberry Fields, the Dakota building, Tavern on the Green, Sheep
Meadow, Columbus Circle and much more. (Some photo stops may be possible
but no indoor access in included in the tour).
 Along the way you may also see: Wollman Rink, Plaza Hotel, Loeb Boathouse,
Bow Bridge and Tavern on the Green
 All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on traffic and weather
conditions.
 See upgrade options below to enhance your experience

•
•

Gratuity for the coachman is included.
We can customize the tour and stops to fit your needs upon request.
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Horse & Carriage Ride in
Central Park
Upgrade Options:
•

Add 2-hour Gold Picnic Lunch at the Pond on 100th Street
Picnic rate in addition to tour cost
2-hour Gold Picnic Lunch for 2 guests
Per additional guest up to 8 guests

$799.00
$ 89.00

The Gold Picnic is one of our personalized, butler-serviced picnics. We create a personalized
picnic experience that includes the best meats, cheeses, fresh fruit, and crudités New York City
has to offer, just for you, and we never forget something special for dessert. When you arrive at
your picnic spot, one of our picnic experts will have everything set up, ready and waiting for
you. When you’re finished, simply walk away. We take care of the clean up!
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•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
Private bike tour in Central Park
Private Pedicab Tour of Central Park
Brooklyn Sightseeing Program
The Tale of Two Cities
Queens Private Sightseeing Tour
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island

•

Looking for a Full-Day or Multi-Day Experience?
Ask about our full-day (8-hours) Discover Manhattan Tour
Ask about our 2 or 3-day NYC First-Timers Packages

•

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this tour and pair you with a specialized tour
guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art, culinary, pop culture,
architecture, history or something we’ve never heard of! An additional research fee and
specialized guide fee may apply.
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Crazy Christmas Lights of
Brooklyn
Duration: 4-hours
Start Time: Between 4pm and 8pm
Start Location: Flexible
Activity Level: Easy

It’s not a wealthy or ostentatious neighborhood, but Dyker Heights, adjacent to Bensonhurst and for
decades a bastion of Italian Americans, takes Christmas seriously, and invites everyone to come and
join in on the fun. The local residents outdo one another in mounting over-the-top Christmas light
decorations. Tens of thousands of tourists come to see this neighborhood outpouring of creativity and
fun, as light displays spill over their homes, roofs, and gardens. Kids will be awed by the sheer
amount of holiday decorations: brightly lit Rudolphs on the roof, Santas on the lawn, and
entire homes ablaze with lights. Dyker Heights has been made famous in the PBS documentary
Dyker Lights and seen on TLC’s Crazy Christmas Lights.
Program Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Ride in comfort in our luxury vehicles with professional drivers and bottled water.
Experience the city and receive local tips from your savvy local guide.
Door to door service and flexible timing (additional charge for outside of Manhattan).
Driver gratuity included (guide gratuity is not included).
24-hour support phone number.

Program Rates:
Vehicle Size
Sedan Car (1 to 2 guests)
SUV (3 to 5 guests)
Sprinter (6 to 11 guests)
Executive 24-Passenger (12-23 guests)
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Four Hours
$1,299.00
$1,399.00
$1,599.00
$1,716.00
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Crazy Christmas Lights of
Brooklyn
Read more…
•

The starting time and date of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule.
o We recommend a start time between 4pm and 8pm to see the lights in the dark.
o This tour is offered seasonally from after Thanksgiving through New Year’s Eve, 7days a week.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour.

•

The starting location of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule. The tour can start at
your hotel door step, at a restaurant where you just finished dinner, or custom location of
your liking.
o Pick up or drop off locations outside of Manhattan may accrue additional time &
cost.

•

Tour Itinerary:
▪ 4-hours with a private vehicle and tour guide starting in Manhattan at a location
of your choice.
▪ Drive to Dyker Heights, Brooklyn (drive can be anywhere from 30 mins to 1-hour+
depending on traffic)
▪ See the incredible local residents' Christmas lights with your local guide. Get
ready for some great photo ops and to be ‘wowed’ by the lights.
Highlights:
• Animatronic toys and motorized displays
• Glowing nativity scenes
• 30-foot tall toy soldiers
▪ All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on traffic and weather
conditions.
▪ See upgrade options below to add time or attraction entrances to your
experience.

•
•

Gratuity for the tour guide is not included.
We can customize the tour and stops to fit your needs upon request.
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Crazy Christmas Lights of
Brooklyn
Upgrade Options:
•

Make it 6-hours!
Cost for additional 2-hours with vehicle and guide:
Vehicle Size
Additional Two Hours
Sedan Car (1 to 2 guests)
$650.00
SUV (3 to 5 guests)
$700.00
Sprinter (6 to 11 guests)
$798.00
Executive 24-Passenger (12-23 guests) $858.00
Add two hours to include one of the following neighborhoods on your tour:
- DUMBO Brooklyn Tour including a stop for hot chocolate
- Williamsburg Tour including a stop for hot chocolate
- Brooklyn Bridge Promenade and Brooklyn Bridge including a stop for hot
chocolate.
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•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
Manhattan Holiday Lights Tour
Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island Sightseeing Program
Brooklyn Sightseeing Program
Broadway Show Private Backstage Experience

•

Looking for a Full-Day or Multi-Day Experience?
Ask about our full-day (8-hours) Discover Manhattan Tour
Ask about our 2 or 3-day NYC First-Timers Packages

•

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this tour and pair you with a specialized tour
guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art, culinary, pop culture,
architecture, history or something we’ve never heard of! An additional research fee and
specialized guide fee may apply.
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VIP Holiday Train Show®
Experience at the
New York Botanical Garden
Duration: Varies (1.5 Hour tour time)
Start Time: Flexible (between 10am and 3pm)
Meeting Location: Flexible
Activity Level: Easy

All aboard! The Holiday Train Show® at the New York Botanical Garden in the Bronx is back and we
have a VIP experience to go along with it! The New York Botanical Garden's landmark landscape,
collections, architecture and exhibitions are a sight to see and the best time to visit is during the
holiday season when you can experience their Holiday Train Show® on a guided golf-cart tour. This
beloved tradition is returning for its 31st year with a miniature wonderland displayed in the warmth of
the Enid A. Haupt Conservatory. Here you'll marvel at model trains zipping through an enchanting
display of more than 175 famous New York landmarks – including the Statue of Liberty, the Brooklyn
Bridge, Rockefeller Center and many other favorites – each delightfully re-created from natural
materials such as pinecones, acorns, seeds, cinnamon sticks and more. PLUS - on select dates, you can
stay late and enjoy a new holiday tradition as day turns to night with NYBG GLOW – NYC’s largest
outdoor holiday light experience!
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VIP Holiday Train Show®
Experience at the
New York Botanical Garden
Program Includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ride in comfort in our luxury vehicles with professional drivers.
Door to door service and flexible timing (additional charge for outside of Manhattan).
30-minute Golf-cart tour with a guide showcasing NYBG’s 250 acres, including the
Enid A. Haupt Conservatory, Native Plant Garden, Azalea Garden, and Peggy
Rockefeller Rose Garden.
1-Hour Guided tour of the Holiday Train Show®.
Gift bag from the NYBG Shop.
NYBG escort to meet your party and facilitate logistics throughout your experience.
Driver gratuity included.
24-hour support phone number.

Program Rates:

VIP New York Botanical Garden Guided Tour Experience
including roundtrip luxury transportation (up to 2 guests)
Rates available for additional guests

$1,885.00
Contact BTSQ for rates

Read more....
•

The starting time and date of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule.
o This tour is offered Tuesdays through Sundays (with a few select Mondays) beginning
November 19, 2022 and running through January 16, 2023.
o Restrictions may apply depending on the date and time of the tour.

•

The starting location of the tour is customizable to fit your schedule. The tour can start at your
hotel doorstep, at a restaurant where you just finished breakfast or lunch, or custom location of
your liking.
o Pick up or drop off locations outside of Manhattan may accrue additional time & cost.
•
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Tour Itinerary:
 Roundtrip luxury transportation to and from your Manhattan location to the New
York Botanical Garden in the Bronx.
 Upon arrival, meet your Botanical Garden escort who will assist you throughout
your VIP Experience and where you will also receive a gift bag from the Botanical
Garden Gift Shop.
 Enjoy a 90- minute guided tour that will include a golf-cart tour showcasing the
Botanical Garden’s 250 acres, plus a guided tour of the Holiday Train Show®.
300 Park Avenue, 2nd Floor, New York NY 10022
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VIP Holiday Train Show®
Experience at the
New York Botanical Garden




•
•

Feel free to stay after your tour to explore more of the gardens or add on to this
VIP Experience with admission to NYBG Glow (see add-on below) knowing you
will have your return transportation back to Manhattan.
All stops, timing and inclusions of the tour are dependent on traffic and weather
conditions.

Gratuity for the tour guide is not included.
We can customize the tour and stops to fit your needs upon request.

Upgrade Options:
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•

Add NYBG Glow to your VIP Experience for only $40 per person!
On select nights, you can explore NYBG’s iconic sights and buildings that come to life in
this outdoor color and light experience. See everything ablaze in brilliant color with
thousands of dazzling LED lights, a spectacle not to be missed! Ask your BTSQ
Representative for available dates!

•

If you like this tour, you may also like:
Manhattan Holiday Lights Private Tour
Crazy Christmas Lights of Brooklyn

•

Looking for a Full-Day or Multi-Day Experience?
Ask about our full-day (8-hours) Discover Manhattan Tour
Ask about our 2 or 3-day NYC First-Timers Packages

•

Make it Custom!
Have any special interests? We can curate this Experience and pair you with a
specialized tour guide to fit your needs. Topics range from horticulture, art, culinary, pop
culture, architecture, history, or something we have never heard of! An additional
research fee and specialized guide fee may apply.
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Beyond Times Square
300 Park Avenue, 2nd Floor New
York, NY 10022
Phone: (212) 564-1001
Toll Free: (800) 999-8160
Fax: (332) 241-9896
Email: sales@btsq.com
@BeyondTimesSQ

www.btsq.com

